*Come one come all - there’s going to be a Town Hall!!*

Clinical Research Billing Town Hall will be presented by CRAO and RCRB on two separate dates:

Tuesday October 23rd, 2012 - Noon - 1pm
Ford Auditorium - UH Floor 2

Tuesday November 6th, 2012 - Noon - 1pm
Danto Auditorium - CVC Floor 2

*Improvements Implemented or in the works:*

*Unscheduled Occurrence Form* created for prompt entry of enrollment into the MiChart system.

*The CRAO is partnering with the MiChart HB Core Team to increase the number of RSH import files from weekly to daily.*

*Implementation of a live interface between MBECT and MiChart in 2014/2015.*

*We developed a weekly process to refresh allowable items/services in the RSH in MiChart.*

*As of 8/22 Professional charges are held for two days prior to being released so the charges and co-pays have time to connect. We believe this will assist with Clinical Research Billing issues.*

**To our Medical Director Dr. Samuel Silver who was elected as a Master of the American College of Physicians (ACP)!**

The ACP is a national organization of physicians who specialize in the prevention, detection and treatment of illnesses in adults. ACP is the largest medical-specialty organization and second-largest physician group in the United States. Visit the [ACP website](http://www.acponline.org) to learn more!

**Billing and Coding Corner**

**New Procedure Bundle in MBECT**

The following bundle has been created to assist with calendar building:

♦ Electrophysiologic Studies (EPS)

**SUBJECT ENROLLMENT**

CRAO now has access to enter enrollment into MiChart! This enables us to enter enrollment for same day enrollment/visits received from the [Unscheduled Occurrence Form](http://www.acponline.org). This helps ensure proper routing of charges for subjects who are consented/enrolled and receive a service on the same day. Please send these forms to [crbissues-help@umich.edu](mailto:crbissues-help@umich.edu).

We would like your opinion on naming conventions for the new MBECT platform coming out at the beginning of 2013. These would include title preferences for costs, sponsor rates, research rates and for the UMHS amount for item/service. Follow this link to complete the survey and give us your feedback.

**SURVEY SAYS!**

Also………

Please remember to enter the ENTIRE 9 digit Medical Record number into MBECT. This will allow for an accurate upload into MiChart without errors.